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INTRODUCTION
• MSRs require the ability to 

sample the hot, highly-
radioactive fuel salt (or primary 
coolant salt) and to introduce 
additional (e.g. fuel or redox 
control) materials to monitor 
and control:

• progress of corrosion 
• f issi le material consumption and 

isotope distribution 
• fuel salt redox condition
• in-leakage of coolant salt or 

other contaminants

• The Molten Salt Reactor Experiment 
(MSRE) employed a “Sampler-
Enricher” (S-E) to access and remove 
fuel salt for analysis. However, the 
system’s operation was marginal.

• Vanderbilt University, the University of 
Michigan, and Idaho National Laboratory 
are leading a NEUP-funded project to 
develop and demonstrate, in a non-
radioactive environment, a modern 
equivalent to the S-E with improved 
reliabil ity and the potential to serve as 
a technology model for future MSRs.
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MSRE SAMPLER-ENRICHER PERFORMANCE
• The MSRE S-E was used to: 

• Remove sa l t  samp les  f rom the  
MSRE fue l  sa l t  l oop  fo r  
subsequent  l abora to ry  ana lys i s .

• Enr i ch  sa l t  o r  add  chemis t ry  
cont ro l  mate r ia l s  to  the  MSRE 
fue l  sa l t  l oop .

• The MSRE S-E exhibited operabil ity 
and reliabil ity issues that make it a 
candidate for redevelopment for 
use in future MSRs. Frequent issues 
included: 

• Loss of control of sampling 
capsules (temporary and 
permanent)

• Manipulator boot ruptures
• Radionucl ide leakage from salt-

fouled valvesImage Credit: R.C. ROBERTSON, “MSRE Design and Operations Report, Part I: Description of Reactor 
Design,” ORNL-TM-0728, Oak Ridge National Laboratory (1965). 
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M O T I VAT I O N  F O R  M O LT E N  S A LT  S A M P L I N G  S Y S T E M
• Online monitoring has been suggested for measuring and tracking 

operational characteristics in advanced reactors, including MSRs; 
however…

• Prediction of physical and chemical properties of molten salts with online 
monitoring technologies uti l izes models/correlations sti l l  in development

• Model refinement wil l l ikely benefit from or require measurements only made 
possibly by molten salt sampling within an operating MSR

• Fuel qualif ication
• Predict ive models used to ful ly understand fission and corrosion product 

behavior require extensive MSR experimental databases that do not yet exist
• Shortcomings in predict ive models has led ORNL to suggest that MSR fuel 

qualif icat ion wil l be done within the first reactors and require primary salt 
sampling (ORNL/LTR-2018/1045)

• A molten salt sampling system may also be used as a means of controll ing 
salt composition and reactivity

• Could be used to insert f issi le/fert i le material or chemistry control additives into 
the reactor
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PROJECT SCOPE
Task 1

• Investigate historical molten salt system technical documentation to fully characterize 
molten salt sampling system interfacing systems and functional requirements.

Task 2

• Develop initial conceptual design that incorporates modern-day technological 
advances, design standards, previous molten salt sampling system experience, and 
stakeholder input.

Task 3
• Perform hazard evaluation/reliability modeling concurrently with the design 

development process.

Task 4
• Create initial physical prototype of conceptual molten salt sampling system design.

Task 5

• Perform prototype testing in water-based environment (time permitting) and in 
molten salt environment (at University of Michigan FLUoride Salt Test Facility 
[FLUSTFA])

Task 6
• Make design changes and develop and test second iteration physical prototype (if 

necessary).

ongoing

future
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STAMP-BASED ANALYSIS OF THE MSRE S-E
• The Systems Theoretic Accident Model and Process (STAMP) is an accident analysis 

methodology that uses systems engineering insights to model accidents as inadequate 
enforcements of “constraints”

• Constraints: limits placed on design and operation that a system must adhere to for safe operation

• STAMP can help account for accident contributors that may be overlooked in traditional 
accident analysis methods
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REQUEST FOR STAKEHOLDER INPUT
• In order to ensure that the molten salt sampling system 

design meets expectations and exhibits the appropriate 
functionality, t h e  p ro j ec t  t eam  i s  r eques t i n g  M SR  vendo r  
i npu t  on  t he  i t em s  be l ow  (d i s cu s sed  i n  t he  fo l l ow ing  
s l i de s ) .

• The high-level functions identif ied for the molten salt sampling system
• The completeness of the l ist of molten salt sampling system 

interfacing systems
• The molten salt sampling system freeze port design concept

We plan to follow-up (via email) with those present after 
the workshop to provide a summary of the systems 

engineering work performed on the design to-date and 
request your formal input via a short questionnaire
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MOLTEN SALT SAMPLING SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL 
HIERARCHY ( AS PERCEIVED BY PROJECT TEAM)
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MOLTEN SALT SAMPLING SYSTEM 
INTERFACING SYSTEMS
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FREEZE PORT 
CONCEPT

Heater Coils 
to “open” 
port

Thermocouples

½” OD 
Tubing

3/8” OD 
Tubing

2” Sched 40 
Pipe

Purge Gas

Throttle 
Valve

Regulator

Bleed Valve

Flow Meter

Check
ValveRelief Valve

Pressure 
Gage

Molten FLiNaK lines 
within UM FLUSTFA loop

Parameter Value

Primary Structural 
Material

SS 316-H

Operating 
Temperature

550-700 ˚C

Molten Salt 
Composition

Eutectic LiF-NaF-KF 
(46.5-11.5-52 mol%) 

Cover Gas Nitrogen

UM FLUSTFA Conditions

In i t ia l ly capped. After  in i t ia l  freeze port 
test ing,  cap wi l l  be rep laced wi th sample 
retr ieval  components of  the des ign

Concept for prototype system being designed 
to f it the University of Michigan FLUSTFA loop

External  coo l ing a i r  app l ied 
to “c lose” port ( i f  necessary)



FREEZE PORT OPERATION
• Open port

• Open bleed valve to purge existing gas 
• Increase N2 purge gas pressure to match 

salt system pressure
• Secure cooling air, energize port heaters

• Monitor port thermocouples and possible 
level sensors

• Monitor N2 flow
• Flow init iates
• Port temperatures drop
• Port is open

• Close port
• Shut off port heaters
• Start cooling air f low
• Shut off N2 flow
• Monitor port temperatures
• Open bleed valve slowly
• Port temperatures indicate 

frozen salt in port
• Shut bleed valve
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Initial Conditions
• Freeze port installed with nitrogen in headspace and frozen salt in port tubing
• Cooling air provided to port tubing
• Salt system heated and flow established through main salt system piping 
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PATH FORWARD
₋ After collection and incorporation of stakeholder input into molten salt 

sampling system design, a hazard evaluation of the new design wil l be 
performed.
₋ A hazard evaluation of the MSRE S-E has already been completed. 

₋ Choice of hazard evaluation is design-specific. It depends on:
₋ Availabi l i ty of design information
₋ Resources available
₋ Breadth of hazards considered

Task 4
• Create initial physical prototype of conceptual molten salt sampling system design.

Task 3
• Perform hazard identification/reliability modeling concurrently with the design development 

process.

₋ After hazard evaluation insights are incorporated into design, a 
design prototype wil l be fabricated and prepared for testing.
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QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS?
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BACK-UP SLIDES
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STAMP-BASED ANALYSIS OF THE MSRE S-E
• The Systems Theoretic Accident 

Model and Process (STAMP) is an 
accident analysis methodology that 
uses systems engineering insights 
to model accidents as inadequate 
enforcements of “constraints”

• Constraints: l imits placed on 
design and operation that a 
system must adhere to for safe 
operation

• STAMP can help account for 
accident contributors that may be 
overlooked in traditional accident 
analysis methods

Hazard Analyses, 
Testing Reports

Regulations, 
Standards, Contract 
Direction

Occurrence Reports, 
Change Reports

Reports, Hearings
Legislation, 
Authorization, 
Appropriation, 
Oversight

Congress

Atomic Energy Commission

Hazard 
Analyses, 
Progress 
Reports, 
Safety-Related 
Changes, 
Recommend-
ations

Hazard Analyses, 
Progress Reports

Design 
Changes, 
Procedure 
Changes

Safety Standards, 
Oversight

Safety 
Constraints, 
Standards, 
Testing 
Requirements

Safety Standards, 
Safety Policy

Safety Policy, 
Corporate 
Standards, 
Resources

Hazard Analyses, 
Progress 
Reports, Risk 
Assessments

Status Reports, 
Occurrence Reports

Union Carbide Corporation (Oak Ridge)

Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory Management 

MSRE Facility Management

Sampler-Enricher Design Procedures, 
and Documentation

Sampler-Enricher Implementation/ Assurance
Maintenance and Design 

Modifications

Problem/Incident Reports, 
Performance Audits, 
Change/Work Requests

Revised Operating 
Procedures, Hardware 
Replacements

Sampler-Enricher Operation

Instructions,  Task 
Assignments, Operator 
Training, Oversight

Safety Standards, 
Safety Policy

Safety Policy, 
Corporate 
Standards, 
Resources

Regulations, 
Standards, 
Contract 
Direction

Maintenance 
Logs, Problem 

Reports, Control 
Room Logs, 

Change/Work 
Requests

Hazard Analyses, 
Progress Reports, 
Risk Assessments

Status Reports, 
Occurrence Reports

Occurrence Reports, 
Operations Reports, 
Change Reports

Reports, 
Hearings

Legislation, 
Authorization, 
Appropriation, 
Oversight

Congress

Atomic Energy Commission

Union Carbide Corporation (Oak Ridge)

Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory Management 

MSRE Facility Management

Operating Assumptions, 
Operating Procedures

Hazard Analyses, Documentation, Design Rationale

S-E Design S-E Operation

MSRE Operators

Actuators

Process Sensors

Displays
Complex feedback 
mechanisms between 
system and operator

Normal ized att i tude of 
maintenance personnel and 
operators toward S-E 
malfunct ions

Inadequate capsule 
posit ion feedback 
mechanism
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MSRE S-E FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION
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